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ABSTRACT
Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are bright flashes observed typically at GHz frequencies with millisec-
ond duration, whose origin is likely extragalactic. Their nature remains mysterious, motivating
searches for counterparts at other wavelengths. FRB 121102 is so far the only source known to
repeatedly emit FRBs and is associated with a host galaxy at redshift z  0.193. We conducted
simultaneous observations of FRB 121102 with the Arecibo and MAGIC telescopes during
several epochs in 2016–2017. This allowed searches for millisecond time-scale burst emission
in very-high-energy (VHE) gamma-rays as well as the optical band. While a total of five FRBs
were detected during these observations, no VHE emission was detected, neither of a persistent
nature nor burst-like associated with the FRBs. The average integral flux upper limits above
100 GeV at 95 per cent confidence level are 6.6 × 10−12 photons cm−2 s−1 (corresponding
to luminosity LVHE  1045 erg s−1) over the entire observation period, and 1.2 × 10−7 pho-
tons cm−2 s−1 (LVHE  1049 erg s−1) over the total duration of the five FRBs. We constrain
the optical U-band flux to be below 8.6 mJy at 5σ level for 1-ms intervals around the FRB
arrival times. A bright burst with U-band flux 29 mJy and duration ∼12 ms was detected 4.3 s
before the arrival of one FRB. However, the probability of spuriously detecting such a signal
within the sampled time space is 1.5 per cent (2.2, post-trial), i.e. consistent with the expected
background. We discuss the implications of the obtained upper limits for constraining FRB
models.
Key words: radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – methods: data analysis – methods: obser-
vational – gamma-rays: general.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are astrophysical phenomena that exhibit
bright, transient pulses of millisecond duration, typically at GHz
frequencies. First discovered by Lorimer et al. (2007), around 30
such events have been found to date1 (Thornton et al. 2013; Petroff
et al. 2016). The dispersion measures (DM) observed in FRBs imply
intervening column densities of free electrons that are significantly
larger than those expected from the Galactic interstellar medium,
strongly suggesting their extragalactic origin (cf. Ioka 2003; Inoue
2004). However, the nature of FRBs still remains uncertain, mainly
because the single-dish radio telescopes used to detect most of
these FRBs have localization capabilities that are insufficient for
unambiguous identification with counterparts at other wavelengths.
A wide variety of theoretical models has been proposed to explain
FRBs (see e.g. Rane & Lorimer 2017; Katz 2018 for reviews).
Among the FRB population, only one, FRB 121102, is currently
known to exhibit repeating bursts (Spitler et al. 2014, 2016; Scholz
et al. 2016). Its repetitive nature allowed the localization of the
source to sub-arcsecond precision, and the discovery of persis-
tent associated sources in the optical and radio bands (Chatterjee
et al. 2017; Marcote et al. 2017). It was found to be located in
a low-metallicity star-forming region of a dwarf galaxy with mr
= 25.1 ± 0.1 mag at a redshift of z  0.193 (Bassa et al. 2017;
Tendulkar et al. 2017). The source is localized within a projected
separation of 40 pc from a compact (0.7 pc) and persistent radio
source (Marcote et al. 2017).
These findings prompted searches for counterparts of FRB
121102 at other wavelengths. Hardy et al. (2017) conducted simul-
taneous radio and optical observations. Out of a total of 13 radio
bursts detected, no significant optical bursts were found above a
flux density of 0.33 mJy at 767 nm, corresponding to a fluence limit
of 46 mJy ms. Scholz et al. (2017) performed simultaneous radio
1See the online FRB Catalogue for a list of currently known FRBs:http:
//www.astronomy.swin.edu.au/pulsar/frbcat/
and X-ray observations. They detected 12 radio bursts, but no X-ray
bursts were found in coincidence or at any other epoch, implying
5σ fluence upper limits of 3 × 10−11 and 5 × 10−10 erg cm−2 at
0.5 and 10 keV, respectively. No persistent X-ray emission at the
position of FRB 121102 was detected. The authors also analysed
Fermi-GBM data during the epochs of those 12 radio bursts, plac-
ing 5σ fluence upper limits of 4 × 10−9 erg cm−2 (5 × 1047 erg
in time-integrated energy at the distance of FRB 121102) in the
10–100 keV energy range. Zhang & Zhang (2017) analysed the
eight-year Fermi-LAT data to search for persistent gamma-ray emis-
sion. No evidence of emission was found, implying an upper limit of
4 × 1044 erg s−1 on the GeV-band luminosity. Bird et al. (2017) con-
strained the persistent very-high-energy (VHE; 0.1 TeV) emission
with VERITAS, setting differential upper limits of 5.2 × 10−12 and
4.0 × 10−11 cm−2 s−1 TeV−1 at their energy thresholds of 0.2 and
0.15 TeV (assuming power-law spectra with indices −2 and −4,
respectively).
Various scenarios have been proposed to explain FRB 121102
and the associated persistent radio source. A widely discussed class
of FRB progenitors involve neutron stars that are either rotationally
powered (e.g. Connor, Sievers & Pen 2016; Cordes & Wasserman
2016; Lyutikov, Burzawa & Popov 2016) or magnetically powered
(e.g. Popov & Postnov 2013; Lyubarsky 2014). Pulsar wind nebulae
driven by such neutron stars had been predicted as persistent radio
counterparts (Murase, Kashiyama & Me´sza´ros 2016). Kashiyama
& Murase (2017) showed that a young (10–100 yr old) neutron star
powering a pulsar wind nebula inside a supernova remnant could be
responsible for FRB 121102. The location of FRB 121102 inside
a low-metallicity star-forming region (Tendulkar et al. 2017) may
point to a magnetar, as such environments are similar to the hosts
of hydrogen-poor super-luminous supernovae, whose progenitors
could be young magnetars (Lunnan et al. 2014). On the other hand,
Waxman (2017) suggested a self-consistent scenario for both the
bursts and the persistent source, in which the associated nebula is
surrounded by low-mass ejecta rather than massive ejecta that is
often expected for magnetar progenitors (e.g. Tendulkar, Kaspi &
Patel 2016; Kashiyama & Murase 2017).
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In a magnetar scenario, quasi-simultaneous X-ray to MeV
gamma-ray bursts could be produced analogously to those observed
in short bursts from Galactic magnetars, with a X-ray-to-radio flu-
ence ratio ∼104 (Lyutikov 2002). VHE gamma-ray flashes corre-
lated with FRBs have also been predicted, arising from the interac-
tion of ultra-relativistic outflows triggered by magnetic dissipation
with the ambient nebula, with VHE-to-radio fluence ratios ∼105–
106 (Lyubarsky 2014; Murase et al. 2016). Such VHE emission
is possible in certain generic conditions, where an FRB progeni-
tor like a young neutron star or a young white dwarf is naturally
surrounded by a hot nebula. If magnetic bursts occur inside the
bubble, pre-existing high-energy particles accelerated around the
wind termination radius may be accelerated further by the impul-
sive energy injection into the nebula (Murase et al. 2016). The
consequent VHE emission may be detectable when the external
shock is strong enough. Such a scheme has also been explored in
the synchrotron maser model for FRB emission (Lyubarsky 2014).
On the other hand, if the FRBs were caused by coherent curvature
radiation, most of the emission may be concentrated in the radio do-
main, without obvious counterparts at other wavelengths (Ghisellini
& Locatelli 2017). If FRBs are produced via forced reconnection
of magnetic fields near the surface of magnetars, Kumar, Lu &
Bhattacharya (2017) predicts ms bursts up to optical wavelengths,
although independently of FRBs and with a lower burst rate.
An alternative scenario invokes a relativistic jet ejected by a
massive black hole (BH) for the origin of both the FRBs and the
persistent radio source (Vieyro et al. 2017). The luminosity and
compactness of the latter may be consistent with a BH with mass
104–106 M (Marcote et al. 2017). Vieyro et al. (2017) suggest that
detectable high-energy emission associated with FRBs may occur
on time-scales of seconds to minutes under certain conditions.
Magnetars can also coexist with a massive BH in the central
regions of galaxies (e.g. Pen & Connor 2015; Cordes & Wasserman
2016), in which case the former may be responsible for the FRBs
and the latter for the persistent radio source. Such systems could be
analogous to the magnetars known to exist in the Galactic Center, but
with more extreme conditions (Pen & Connor 2015), possibly even
interacting with each other (Zhang 2018). The recent discovery of
extremely large and variable Faraday rotation of linearly polarized
radiation of the bursts from FRB 121102 may be consistent with
such environments (Michilli et al. 2018).
To summarize the current knowledge, the progenitors and mech-
anisms producing FRBs are not well understood, and a variety
of predictions have been made for associated counterparts across
the electromagnetic spectrum. New and deeper constraints at other
wavelengths are necessary to clarify their origin. In this paper, we
present optical and VHE observations of FRB 121102 simultaneous
with radio observations. The detection of radio bursts during these
observations allows us to constrain optical and VHE counterparts
correlated in time.
Section 2 describes our simultaneous radio, optical, and VHE
observations and the data analysis methods. Section 3 presents the
results of the observations. Section 4 discusses the constraints on
the multiwavelength emission of FRB 121102 and the implications.
Section 5 concludes this work.
2 IN STRUMEN TS, O BSERVATIONS, AND
ANALYSIS
In September 2016, we started a campaign of simultaneous ob-
servations with the MAGIC (Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging
Cherenkov) telescopes and the Arecibo radio telescope. Observa-
tions in VHE gamma-rays and in the optical band were carried
out with MAGIC, making use of the central pixel installed on the
MAGIC II camera (Lucarelli et al. 2008). We describe below the
radio, optical, and VHE observations and the data analysis methods.
2.1 Arecibo radio observations
Radio observations of FRB 121102 were conducted with the 305-m
William E. Gordon Telescope at the Arecibo Observatory at a central
frequency of 1.38 GHz. We made use of the Puerto-Rican Ultimate
Pulsar Processing Instrument (PUPPI) together with the single-pixel
L-band wide receiver, which provide a total bandwidth of 800 MHz
and a usable bandwidth of ∼600 MHz (due to radio frequency inter-
ference removal). The data were coherently de-dispersed to DM =
557 pc cm−3 (Spitler et al. 2014) to remove the dispersive smearing
of the burst widths with a time resolution of 10.24 s.
A total of five radio bursts from FRB 121102 were detected with
a high significance during the simultaneous MAGIC and Arecibo
observations using analogue methods as in Spitler et al. (2014). We
list these bursts and the MAGIC observing conditions at their times
of arrival (TOAs) in Table 1. We note that the listed Arecibo TOAs
refer to the topocentric times on site at the top of the observed
band (1.73 GHz). TOAs at the MAGIC site have been corrected
to infinite frequency considering the de-dispersion of the signal
(776.4 ms) and also corrected for the different expected topocentric
times (correction smaller than 10 ms, varying between the different
FRBs).
2.2 MAGIC observations and data analysis
The MAGIC telescope system consists of two 17-m imaging atmo-
spheric Cherenkov telescopes, located at the Roque de los Mucha-
chos Observatory on the island of La Palma, Canary Islands.
2.2.1 MAGIC stereoscopic observations
Stereoscopic observations with MAGIC provide an integral sensi-
tivity of 0.66 ± 0.03 per cent of the Crab Nebula flux above 220
GeV in 50 h of observation, and allow the measurement of photons
in the energy range from 50 GeV to above 50 TeV (Aleksic´ et al.
2016b).
Observations of FRB 121102, taken up to 60 deg in zenith angle,
were carried out in ON mode (i.e. with the source always located
at the centre of the field of view) to allow simultaneous data taking
in the optical range with the central pixel (see Section 2.2.2). The
source was observed during 14 nights (between September 2016
and September 2017), with a total of 22 h of data surviving quality
cuts, of which 8.9 h were simultaneous with Arecibo. MAGIC
observing conditions during the five Arecibo TOAs were excellent,
with atmospheric transmission and zenith angles shown in Table 1.
The VHE data analysis presented here was carried out using
standard MAGIC analysis software (Zanin et al. 2013). Integral and
differential flux upper limits were computed as in Rolke, Lo´pez
& Conrad (2005) assuming a 30 per cent systematic uncertainty
on the efficiency. Given that ON-mode observations do not allow
to use the standard background evaluation methods (simultaneous
background using reflected regions, see Aleksic´ et al. 2016b), the
background was extracted from OFF data samples collected under
similar conditions (mainly zenith angle and night-sky background
level).
For the search of millisecond-time-scale VHE emission described
in Section 3.2, integral flux upper limits were calculated assuming
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Table 1. FRBs detected by Arecibo during the campaign, together with the observing conditions for MAGIC at the corresponding epochs. The reported aerosol
transmission refers to the atmospheric optical depth relative to a standard dark night. The radio peak brightnesses of the Arecibo bursts have been estimated
via the radiometer equation with an uncertainty of ∼20 per cent (see Scholz et al. 2016).
MJD (Arecibo) DM Duration Peak brightness Significance (Arecibo) MJD (MAGIC site)
Aerosol
transmission Zd
(d) (pc cm−3) (ms) (Jy) (σ ) (d) (deg)
57799.98317566 562 5.73 1.4 32.17 57799.98316670 0.96 33
57806.96425078 562 2.46 1.6 38.59 57806.96424183 0.96 33
57806.98472905 561 3.69 1.5 35.21 57806.98472011 0.96 40
57808.00278585 563 3.69 0.79 18.73 57808.00277693 0.96 46
57814.94698520 560 1.15 0.47 11.13 57814.94697625 0.96 35
that the expected number of photons within a 10-ms time window
follows a Poisson distribution with no expected background [see for
instance table 39.3 in Patrignani & Particle Data Group (2016)]. A
toy Monte Carlo simulation was performed to estimate the flux up-
per limit under the assumption of a 30 per cent Gaussian systematic
uncertainty on the mean.
2.2.2 MAGIC central pixel
The MAGIC telescopes are able to operate simultaneously as both
VHE and optical telescopes, with excellent sensitivity in the two
regimes. Optical observations are performed using only one pixel
within one of the MAGIC cameras, namely the central pixel, which
covers a 0.1 deg field of view. It consists of a fully modified
photosensor-to-readout chain at the centre of the MAGIC-II tele-
scope camera, increasing the bandwidth of the central pixel DC
branch from 8 Hz to over 3 kHz (Hassan et al. 2017). After the
upgrade carried out in 2011–2012 (Aleksic´ et al. 2016a), MAGIC
is able to detect the optical pulsations of the Crab Pulsar with ob-
servation times shorter than 10 s (Hassan et al. 2017). By studying
the dispersion within the off-source data and making use of the
well known flux and phaseogram of the Crab Pulsar, the MAGIC
central pixel is able to detect isolated 1-ms optical flashes as faint
as ∼8 mJy (13.4 mag) with maximum sensitivity at 350 nm (Borla
Tridon et al. 2009; Hassan et al. 2017). The central pixel data ex-
hibits some low frequency noise, mainly caused by surrounding
camera components. In order to improve sensitivity to 1–10 ms
non-periodic optical pulses, averaging filters of variable integration
length (1–10 ms) were applied to denoise the central pixel data with
a standard sampling rate of 10 kHz. At each point, the uncertainty
is taken as the standard deviation of each 1–10 ms window.
Various external light sources such as meteors, car flashes, satel-
lites, and space debris are able to produce fast optical pulses, consti-
tuting backgrounds in searching for optical counterparts to FRBs.
Several methods to identify these events have been developed and
implemented for the data analysis presented here, mainly involving
the use of average pixel DC current reports that are stored every
second during observations. Identifying variations in the average
camera currents on time-scales of seconds to minutes efficiently re-
moves slowly varying optical signals (e.g. car flashes or satellites).
However, after the use of these filters, an irreducible background
still remains, mainly produced by faint meteors passing through the
field of view of the central pixel, producing signals lasting about 5
to 20 ms.
The frequency of these background events was studied to al-
low the calculation of the significance of a hypothetical non-
simultaneous optical pulse that may precede or follow the radio
bursts. Within each off-source data run, after applying a 1-ms av-
Table 2. Upper limits on the persistent VHE emission of FRB 121102 in
terms of integral flux above E0, assuming power-law spectra with  = 2 and
 = 4.
E0 Int. flux UL ( = 2) Int. flux UL ( = 4)
[GeV] [10−12 cm−2 s−1] [10−12 cm−2 s−1]
100 6.6 12
400 1.7 1.9
1000 0.37 0.33
eraging filter and the selection criteria described above, any signal
exceeding 5 times the standard deviation of the average voltage was
classified as a possible optical background pulse. Even if the back-
ground rate is low (frequency between 10−2–10−5 Hz, decreasing
with brightness), it hinders the possibility of associating with high
confidence an optical burst that is not precisely simultaneous with
a given FRB.
The central pixel sensitivity and timing precision was tested every
night of FRB 121102 observations by dedicating 5 min to observe
the Crab Pulsar. To convert the central pixel output voltage to the
corresponding optical absolute magnitude, an empirical expression
was derived by fitting the measured phaseogram of the Crab Pulsar
to its well known flux profile, as done in Hassan et al. (2017).
The magnitude in the U band measured by the central pixel can be
expressed as
mU = mU,CP − 2.5 log10(2.15 × 103V − 2.28 × 102), (1)
where mU, CP is the average optical magnitude of the Crab Pulsar in
the U band (∼16.9 mag) and V is the output voltage in volts.
3 R ESULTS
Given the large variety of predictions available for counterparts
across the electromagnetic spectrum, several kinds of searches have
been performed with the data sample described in Section 2.2. We
searched for millisecond-time-scale burst emission associated with
the FRBs detected by Arecibo, both in the optical and VHE range,
as well as persistent VHE gamma-ray emission as in Bird et al.
(2017).
3.1 Persistent VHE emission
No persistent VHE gamma-ray emission was detected from FRB
121102. Assuming a power-law spectrum with photon index ,
integral flux upper limits (ULs) were calculated above 100, 400,
and 1000 GeV at 95 per cent confidence level. These results are
shown in Table 2. For the specific case of  = 2 assumed for each
energy bin, differential flux upper limits are shown in Fig. 1.
MNRAS 481, 2479–2486 (2018)
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Figure 1. Upper limits in luminosity for the persistent gamma-ray emission
of FRB 121102 from MAGIC (95 per cent confidence level, assuming an
intrinsic power-law spectrum with  = 2 and 30 per cent overall systematic
uncertainty). Limits from Fermi-LAT (Zhang & Zhang 2017) are also shown.
The black curve and filled circles represent, respectively, the SEDs of the
Crab Nebula (Meyer, Horns & Zechlin 2010) and Sgr A (Abdo et al. 2009;
Aharonian et al. 2009), scaled by factors of 4 × 105 and 2 × 106 to match the
observed radio luminosity of the persistent counterpart of FRB 121102 (see
Section 4.1). The dashed black curve and empty circles show the effect of
gamma-ray attenuation from z = 0.19 due to the EBL, following Domı´nguez
et al. (2011).
3.2 Millisecond-time-scale VHE emission
Fixing a time window of 10 ms centred around the radio burst TOAs
and using custom analysis cuts (on size, Hadronness, and θ2; see
Aleksic´ et al. 2016b) that are optimized to maximize sensitivity for
a 10-ms signal, no gamma-like events are found within any of these
windows above 100 GeV. Since the background rate during such
time intervals is negligible with <10−2, the resulting UL (95 per cent
CL, adding 30 per cent systematic uncertainty to the Poisson mean)
for each FRB corresponds to 3.56 events (see Section 2.2.1). The
corresponding integral flux upper limits for individual FRBs in
different energy ranges are shown in Table 3, assuming a power-
law spectrum with two different indices,  = 2 and  = 4. A
combined integral flux upper limit is also derived by stacking the
data around the five FRB TOAs, over a duration of 5 × 10 ms.
Given that the properties of FRBs are unknown, offsets in the
arrival times of the burst emission at radio and higher frequency
are possible. A blind search for non-simultaneous VHE bursts was
also performed. In this case, due to the large number of trials, the
sensitivity worsens significantly. A (non-overlapping) sliding 10-ms
window sampling the arrival time of all events surviving analysis
cuts was used through the whole data set (1.2 × 105 trials per 20-min
run).
No hint of VHE bursts was found, for any offset up to an hour
with respect to the Arecibo TOAs. The minimum flux of VHE
photons detectable by this blind search was calculated from the
joint probability density function of all gamma-like events observed,
corrected by the total number of trials performed. We conclude that
a single 10-ms burst with a flux of 8.2 × 10−5 cm−2 s−1 above 100
GeV (equivalent to an isotropic luminosity of LVHE ∼ 1052 erg s−1)
would have been firmly detected (S > 5σ ), assuming power-law
spectra with  = 2.
3.3 Millisecond-time-scale optical emission
As described in Section 2.2.2, observations were carried out in the
optical U-band using the MAGIC central pixel. As shown in Fig. 2,
Table 3. Upper limits on VHE burst emission of FRB 121102, in terms of
integral flux above E0 over 10 ms intervals around the TOAs of each FRB,
assuming power-law spectra with  = 2 and  = 4. Limits on the average
flux over 50 ms are also shown, derived by combining the data for the five
FRBs. These limits are also valid for shorter integration time windows.
FRB MJD E0 Int. flux UL ( = 2) Int. flux UL ( = 4)
(d) (GeV) (10−7 cm−2 s−1) (10−7 cm−2 s−1)
57799.98 100 5.7 9.3
400 2.9 3.1
1000 2.5 2.2
57806.96 100 5.7 9.3
400 2.9 3.1
1000 2.5 2.2
57806.98 100 5.6 10
400 2.6 2.9
1000 2.1 1.7
57808.00 100 5.6 14
400 2.2 2.6
1000 1.7 1.4
57814.95 100 5.5 8.5
400 2.8 2.8
1000 2.4 2.2
Combined 100 1.2 2.3
400 0.52 0.59
1000 0.41 0.36
Figure 2. Optical light curves covering 200 ms around the TOAs of the five
radio bursts from FRB 121102 detected by the Arecibo telescope simulta-
neous with MAGIC data, for an integration window of 1 ms. The vertical
axis is proportional to the U-band flux. No significant excess is observed
simultaneously with any of the five bursts. The noise level varies with the
sky brightness.
no significant excess is detected simultaneously with any of the five
FRB events. As discussed in Hassan et al. (2017), the sensitivity
of the central pixel varies depending on the assumed duration of
the signal. For integration times of 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 ms, the 5σ
sensitivity is 20, 8.6, 4.2, and 3.2 mJy, respectively. The sensitivity
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Figure 3. Top: Optical light curve covering 10 s around the first FRB in
our sample, for an integration window of 10 ms. A clear optical pulse is
detected 4.3 s before the FRB. Bottom: Optical light curve covering 200 ms
around the detected optical pulse, for an integration window of 1 ms. The
pulse is consistent with a background event. Note that the undershoot after
the optical flash is caused by the central pixel readout electronics.
averaged over the five FRB events can also be derived by stacking
the data around their TOAs, giving 12, 4.1, 2.3, and 1.7 mJy for the
same integration times as above.
As introduced in Section 2.2.2, the irreducible background of
optical pulses within our OFF data sample hinders the search for
optical bursts with arrival times offset from the radio TOAs. Never-
theless, due to the relatively low frequency of expected background
events, searches for such optical pulses are worthwhile as long as
the search window is sufficiently small. Thus, an unbiased search
for 10-ms optical pulses around the radio TOAs was conducted,
sequentially increasing the total search window around each FRB
in equal logarithmic time steps (starting from 10 ms, then 100 ms,
1 s, and so on). The number of trials for such a pulse search would
correspond to the total number of 10-ms bins within the search win-
dow of all the FRB events scrutinized (e. g. if 1 s around each TOA
was sampled, the total number of trials would correspond to N = 5
TOAs × 1 s × 100 trials s−1).
A bright optical pulse with a peak brightness of ∼29 mJy and full
width at half-maximum of 12 ms was clearly detected 4.3 s before
the first FRB in our sample (Fig. 3). No optical pulses are detected
near the TOA of any other radio burst. Taking into account the
frequency of pulses surviving analysis cuts within our OFF source
data sample (a total of 17 within 15.5 h), an optical pulse of this
brightness is consistent with the observed background. The resulting
chance probability is 1.5 per cent post-trial. The time profile of
this optical pulse is consistent with that of background pulses. For
reference, the aforementioned Arecibo burst exhibited a radio peak
brightness of 1.4 Jy (see Table 1).
4 D ISCUSSION
We have reported on 22 h of VHE gamma-ray and optical obser-
vations of FRB 121102 with MAGIC. Simultaneous radio observa-
tions were conducted with Arecibo for 8.9 h, revealing a total of five
radio bursts. We have derived constraints on the VHE and optical
burst emission as well as the persistent VHE emission. Below we
discuss some physical implications in light of potential scenarios
for FRB 121102.
4.1 Persistent VHE emission
The origin of the persistent radio source associated with FRB
121102 remains unclear. One possibility is a pulsar wind neb-
ula driven by a young rotation-powered neutron star or magnetar
(Kashiyama & Murase 2017; see however Waxman 2017), which
may also emit persistent VHE gamma-rays via mechanisms analo-
gous to known pulsar wind nebulae (Murase et al. 2016). Alterna-
tively, it could be related to a BH with mass ∼104–106 M (Marcote
et al. 2017), which may have associated persistent VHE emission
similar to that observed from Sgr A in the Galactic Center.
Fig. 1 shows the upper limits for persistent HE to VHE gamma-
rays from FRB 121102. These are compared with SEDs of the Crab
Nebula and Sgr A, that have been scaled, respectively, by factors
of 4 × 105 and 2 × 106 to match the observed radio luminosity
of the persistent radio source associated with FRB 121102. Also
shown in Fig. 1 is the effect of attenuation of the gamma-rays by
γ γ pair production interactions with the extragalactic background
light (EBL), which is significant above ∼400 GeV at the redshift of
FRB 121102 (e.g. Domı´nguez et al. 2011).
The current upper limits for persistent gamma-ray emission lie
∼2–4 orders of magnitude above such simple expectations based
on luminosity scaling, and cannot provide significant constraints on
the nature of FRB 121102.
4.2 VHE burst emission associated with FRBs
As shown in Table 3, the obtained upper limits on the burst-like VHE
photon flux simultaneous with the FRBs are in the range ∼(3–10)
× 10−7 cm−2 s−1 above 100–400 GeV over durations of 10 ms.
With the luminosity distance dL = 972 Mpc for FRB 121102, this
implies limits on the VHE luminosity per burst of LVHE  (3–14)
× 1049 erg s−1. Also, from the limits on the flux averaged over the
FRBs during 50 ms, the upper limit on the VHE radiation energy per
burst can be roughly estimated as EVHE  (3–9) × 1047 erg. Limits
above 1 TeV would be a factor ∼10 less constraining due to the
effect of attenuation by the EBL.
Such upper limits can provide a valuable test of the magnetar
scenario by constraining the burst energy carried by re-accelerated
electron-positron pairs (Lyubarsky 2014; Murase et al. 2016). If
each FRB results from release of the magnetic free energy EB
trapped in the neutron star magnetosphere, a highly relativistic mag-
netized outflow will be launched. When such an outflow interacts
with the slower nebula and its energy is dissipated, pre-existing
non-thermal electrons and positrons are accelerated and emit syn-
chrotron and inverse-Compton emission, which may be observable
as a broadband flare from the radio to VHE bands. The energy dissi-
pation time-scale is highly uncertain and may range from a few ms
to much longer, depending on e.g. the Lorentz factor of the outflow
(Murase et al. 2016). In the fast cooling regime where electrons
and positrons cool within the dynamical time, the radiated energy
at VHE can be as large as EVHE ∼ 1047erg (C/10)−1(EB/1048erg),
where C = O(10) is a factor that accounts for bolometric correc-
tion. Our results imply that the released magnetic energy may be
constrained to be EB  1048 erg in the fast-cooling limit.
The current constraint on the energetics is not very stringent but
can be significantly improved in the future. As the number NFRB
of observed FRBs increases, the constraint would become tighter
by a factor of about NFRB in the background-free limit, or N1/2FRB
if the background is non-negligible. For example, if the MAGIC
telescopes could obtain similar limits for NFRB = 500 repeating
bursts from FRB 121102, the upper limit on the released energy
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will reach EB  1046 erg, comparable to that of known magnetar
hyper-flares (Popov & Postnov 2013; Lyubarsky 2014). Such ob-
servations by current Cherenkov telescopes may be feasible over a
period of ∼5–10 yr, given the frequency of bursts observed from
FRB 121102 during some periods that can be as large as 18 bursts
in 30 min Gajjar et al. (2018). If other sources of repeating FRBs
are found that are more nearby, the constraints could be tightened
by a factor ∼d2L at ∼100 GeV, and by a larger factor at higher
energies by virtue of the reduced EBL attenuation. Further drastic
improvements can be expected with future radio and VHE obser-
vatories, such as the Square Kilometer Array2 and the Cherenkov
Telescope Array.3 Thus, VHE observations simultaneous with radio
bursts provide a potentially powerful test of the magnetar model for
FRB progenitors.
4.3 Optical burst emission associated with FRBs
No optical bursts on ms time-scales coincident with radio bursts
have been detected so far. We constrain the optical flux to be below
4.1 and 1.7 mJy at 5σ confidence level for 1 and 10-ms time windows
around the radio TOAs, respectively. For optical bursts unassociated
with radio bursts, limits of 8.6 and 3.2 mJy are obtained for 1 and
10-ms duration, respectively. We note that a significant fraction of
individual bursts from FRB 121102 are observed to emit within a
relatively narrow frequency range in the radio domain (Law et al.
2017). Thus, correlations between radio and optical bursts may
possibly be weak. Compared to previously reported upper limits
on the fluence at 767 nm of 46 mJy ms (Hardy et al. 2017), our
upper limits provide the most stringent constraints on the putative
optical burst emission of FRB 121102 to date. This can be contrasted
with the Crab Pulsar, for which coincident radio and optical pulses
have been reported (Shearer et al. 2003) with a radio-to-optical flux
density slope (energy index) of α ∼ −0.2 (see e.g. Lyne & Graham-
Smith 2005). For FRB 121102, the optical upper limits presented
here provide a strong constraint on this slope of α  −0.32.
As shown in Fig. 3, we have detected an optical pulse with
peak brightness of 28.9 mJy that arrived ∼4.3 s before a 1.4-Jy
radio burst, for which the TOA has been corrected for dispersion
at infinite frequency and topocentric time. Optical pulses preceding
radio pulses have been previously observed in giant radio pulses
from the Crab Pulsar (Shearer et al. 2003; Strader et al. 2013). If
we assume that the optical pulse and radio burst of FRB 121102 are
physically connected, it would point to a slope between the optical
and radio flux of α ∼ −0.3, similar to but slightly steeper than that
observed in the Crab pulses (α ∼ −0.2). However, the detected
optical pulse is compatible with the time profile and brightness of
known background signals such as meteors and we cannot ascertain
its origin. Further observations by MAGIC and other high time-
resolution optical telescopes will provide stronger tests of potential
optical burst emission from FRB 121102.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have conducted simultaneous radio, optical, and VHE observa-
tions of FRB 121102 with the Arecibo and MAGIC telescopes, in
order to search for burst emission on millisecond time-scales at these
wavelengths. For the first time, we constrain the VHE and optical
burst emission simultaneous with FRBs, five of which were detected
2https://www.skatelescope.org/
3https://www.cta-observatory.org/
during our campaign. We obtain limits of 0.5 × 10−7 cm−2 s−1 for
the average flux above 100 GeV during the duration of the five
FRBs, with interesting future implications for constraining some
FRB models involving magnetars. We also set limits of 8.6 mJy
for the U-band flux during 1-ms intervals around the FRB arrival
times, the strongest such constraints to date. We also obtain limits on
the persistent VHE emission comparable to that already reported
by Bird et al. (2017), which are still ∼2–4 orders of magnitude
above simple expectations based on scaling the SEDs of well known
sources such as the Crab Nebula and Sgr A.
The optical pulse observed 4.3 s before the first FRB detected by
Arecibo during our campaign cannot be unambiguously associated
with FRB 121102 (being at 2.2σ confidence level). This is consistent
with the fact that no other bright optical pulse has been found within
a few seconds of the other four FRBs. However, it is worth noting
that the spectra and time profiles of FRBs are known to be extremely
variable from burst to burst. It is possible that only a limited number
of these bursts are sufficiently bright to be detectable at higher
frequencies, encouraging more searches for optical pulses.
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